
              
Fedrigoni Ri-Jet C50 Ultimate Slide and Tack with Ri-Lam C30  

This 12-Year CAST film is the ideal solution for Customizing or Branding any 
type of vehicle or commercial fleet. Easily conformable on any 3D surface. 
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Unique Feature; Factory “Pre-Stretched” 12-Year Cast Film. 
This design builds in a small amount of surface tension allowing the installer to work less 
when applying resulting in faster installations. Why? because our factory pre-stretching 
conforms almost by itself. Simply apply heat and allow it to cool (notice the film self-
conforming). Then apply effortlessly for bubble free application to any 3D surface (see one-
minute Live Demo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxAq1NczQ4U). Once the vehicle is fully 
wrapped heat the film to 113 Fahrenheit to fully set the long-term bonds. 
Ultimate Slide and Tack; Our special adhesive formulation, surface tension design, 
combined with our proprietary microstructure liner, are revolutionizing installation techniques. 
The low initial adhesion of the adhesive means that the film can be easily repositioned on any 
surface over a longer period. Ultimately providing multiple adjustments while easily 
eliminating any trapped air. 
Highly Conformable; The high quality of the PVC guarantees optimal application on the 
most complex surfaces that require a highly conformable and adaptable material for the best 
finish. This ensures high dimensional stability over the life of the application. 

       
For use with any printing technology The Ri-Jet C50 is particularly suitable for digital 
printing, thanks to the structure of its material, Compatible with Eco-Solvent, Latex, UV-Cure, 
UV-Gel and Resin platforms. 
MUST SEE One-minute Live Demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxAq1NczQ4U 
Two-minute Hood Wrap: https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7078750677631422464/ 
Ultimate Application Bites: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DDy1OFJJTE 
Promo Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGpkdU3FpEI 
Color Profiles: https://colorbase.com/fedrigoni/ 
Available through DAF Products, Wyckoff, NJ. 
Contact us for Information on all our products 800.228.9837 or www.dafgraphicmedia.com 
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